Inertial Microfluidic Syringe Cell Concentrator.
Low-cost, easy-to-use cell concentration tools are in urgent demand for biomedical diagnosis in resource-poor settings. Herein, we propose a novel inertial microfluidic syringe cell (IMSC) concentrator that employs inertial focusing to increase cell concentration through ordering the cell and removing the cell-free fluid. A three-part structure, consisting of a cap-shaped upper housing, a circular gasket, and a lower housing with a spiral channel, is adopted for simple fabricating and assembling, which enables the seamless translation of our IMSC concentrator into commercial outcomes without additional redesigning. The performance characterization indicates that our IMSC concentrator is capable of processing samples with different initial concentrations over a broad flow rate range. The satisfactory concentration performances over a broad driving flow rate range make it possible for our IMSC concentrator to be driven by pushing the syringe with single hand. Finally, pollen particles and MCF-7 cells are successfully concentrated at a high throughput of 3.0 mL/min (up to 4.2 × 107 counts/mL) under the hand-powered drive. We envision wide applications of our IMSC concentrator as "centrifugation on a syringe tip" to various cell concentration pretreatments in resource-poor settings.